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Q1. You are  Sohan living at  10, Model Town Jalandhar . You  are pained to find that  that the bus drivers 

openly violate  traffic rules  by jumping  red traffic  lights  , parking the buses  at unauthorized places  

and over speeding  .The traffic  police  conveniently  ignores  such violations  .Write a letter  to the 

editor of a newspaper  , expressing  your feelings and suggesting some ways  to punish  those  who 

violate  traffic  rules and  regulations .   

Q2. Debating is an annual feature in your school write a report for the school magazine in about 80-100 

words about a debate competition held in the school. 

Q3.  Complete the given dialogue : 

      REENA:  Hello Priya . Can you help me in filling my admission form?  

     PRIYA: For that you have to talk to Neha , as she (a) ___________________form .  

     REENA: Oh , you  (b) _____________________________! 

      PRIYA:  No, I haven’t as I was at my grandpa’s house for the last five days   and  I came today  only . 

     REENA:  Then we both (c)  ________________________________.  

     PRIYA :    That’s a good idea . I will call (d) _____________________________________  for  her 

assistance .  

Q4.   Rearrange  the given  words and phrases to form meaning ful sentences .  

a. Reading/ is/ one of the / primary  skills/ to acquire / knowledge  

b. Our purpose / the style / reading / differs  according  to   / of  

c. While reading / in-depth knowledge / to  understand  and gain  / for a test  , / through the text / 

intensively / we go  

Q5. Answer the following questions  :  

a. Why was  little Kezia afraid  of her father ? 

b. Was  Einstein a  bad pupil  ?  

c. Why does the poet ask the wind to come swiftly ? 

d. How is rain bliss for the poet  ? 

e. Was Toto a pretty monkey?  

d. How did Iswaran describe  the female  ghost ?  


